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The chair production  in  Italy is outlined as part of the whole 

furniture  industry.    Following the sequence of operation when machining 

chair components the author describes the production flow and the 

ancillary  material viz:    adhesives,  coating material and hardware for 

the chair production. 

Comparing the operations on different machines single and multi- 

purpose equipment has been considered. 

Staining and lacquer coating equipment for chair frames including 

dipping,  spray coating,  flow coating and coating by means of electro- 

static systems is mentioned. 

The paper covers a machinery and  equipment  list for a chair 

production with fifty employees. 

1.     Introduction 

The furniture industry makes use of a variety of raw materials, 

each one presenting its own is related to different technologic and 

production problems. 

However, a basic distinction can be made between products manufactured 

from solid timber and those made of timber dérivâtes such as panels. 

Production technology and techniques can be considered,  in the 

context  of the timber and furniture industry,  as a parameter which 

allows to  identify deeply diversified  industrial  typologies.      This report 

deals with the industrial usee of timber,  particularly for the manufacture 

of chairs. 

The machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of chairs do not differ 

substantially from those required for other timber components and therefore this 
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report  covers all  types of timber processing, unless otherwise stated. 

The subject  of this  report needs to be dealt with  in detail due to  the 

importance assumed by the chair industry,  particularly in  Italy,  and also 

because modem furniture manufacturers  tend to specialie.     In fact  they are 

ai. present  increasingly in favoui   of withdrawing components made of solid 

timber from their manufacturing cycles.    This confirms the complexity of 

solid timber technology in respect  of that  required by its various dérivâtes, 

which are used successfully and  in large quantities by today's furniture industry. 

2.    A few considerations on the Italian chair industry 

This particular industrial  sector constitutes a major reality  in north 

east  Italy,  particularly in the Friuli Venezia Giulia area. 

Reliable sources quote about 65O firms and 12.000 employees  for a turnover 

of approximately 2 billion Italian lire,  mainly from export. 

All these firms are located in an area of about 300 km2 around (fenzano, 

San Giovanni al Natisone and Corno di  Rosazzo. 

This multitude of companies,  the firBt of which were formed at the end 

of the last  century,   is due to the particular type of industry;    these are in 

fact  "light  technology" industries because of the level  of investment per 

employee and the high specialisation in specific  jobs which is peculiar 

to this region.    Because of this,  also industries with an integral production 

cycle enjoy a high degree of manufacturing flexibility, since they can make 

use of sub-suppliers. 

Considering the relationship between the products and the market in 

whioh the chair industry, as a supplier to the furniture industry operates, the 

following alternatives can be put forward: 

a)    star'.ardi zed and consistent models;   production for stock; low quality 

standards;    competition merely based on prioe. 

* 
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b) sufficiently varied  and  reasonably  consistent models;     fairly 

large maus  production  (same models  for different   clients);    competition based 

on price and   quality, 

c) very   large selection  of models  and   timber species;     limited   mass 

production;     manufacture exclusively by order;     competition based  on  quality 

of products  and   service. 

Alternative "a" offers  the possibility  of  establishing highly automated 

and productive manufacturing lines with  the creation of special  machines; 

this  is also  possible for "b",   though not   to   the same extent,   because  the 

various models are technically compatible but   less  repetitive;   in the  last 

case,   "c",   viiich  is probably  the most  common   in  the present  market   situation, 

the impossibility of adopting the same technical   solutions for a wide range of 

different  products,  generates the need  for  ty.f most   versatile machinery. 

This must   be capable of performing the same operation for  the production 

of the  largest   number of models. 

3.    Theoretic production cycle 

The plant   we intend  to analyse,  so as  to   identify the various manufacturing 

operations,   and  the machinery and  equipment   capable of performing these,   is 

an "integral   cycle" plant  for the production  of chairs.    This means  a plant 

where production starts with  the timber boards  and  ends with a  fully 

finished and packed product.    We do not  intend  to deal here with upholstering 

of chairs and  the bending of timber by steam because these are specialized 

operations  carried out  by specialized firms. 

The choice of machinery  is based first  of all   on  its versatility since 

this  is a major characteristic of this type of plant,  which after all 

supplies sub-components within the furniture  industry.    He do intend, 

however,  to mention also more sophisticated machinery suitable for mass production. 

» 
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rhe major  role   in  the solid   timber industry  is  played  by fairly straight  forward 

machinery where  the human  element   is  still  of great   importance and which can 

be easily adapted  for the number of different  operations   required by  rapidly 

changing models. 

We shall   attempt  to  identify a production  cycle applicable to most  types 

of chairs and  also  suitable for other solid  timber components.     We shall  then 

examine  in  more detail  each production  stage and  describe the  individual 

woodworking machines. 

¡bending    i 

kiln drying »cross cutting and ripping-*{machining 
seasoning ] 

i turning—• 

-* sanding 

assembly finishing  »packing 

A few observations: 

- kiln drying can be carried out on board material or on rough sawn components; 

- machining has  been divided  into three groups since both bending and turning 

require special  equipment and are often carried out  by specialized  firms; 

- finishing includes all  the ., --"+ions affecting the appearance and the 

protection of the component against physical,  chemical and mechanical agents. 

We shall  also mention briefly other associated materials used at various stages 

during the manufacturing process but detailed  reports on the specific subjects 

will be issued  in due oourse. 

3.1    Adhesivos 

The advantages of glued  joints as against mechanical  joints are 

several and  range from a better appearance to a more oniform distribution 

of the loads and therefore a better performance in the long term. 

» 
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Adhesives currently used are based on synthetic reBins both because of their 

improved strength characteristics  and their ease of application. 

The most  widely used adhesive is  a PVA-based emulsion (polyvinyl-acetate). 

This 13  easy to apply and fairly strong although  it has  a few disadvantages: 

Ambient and timber temperature must be not  less than  10°G during appli- 

cation,  the moisture content  of the timber must be not more than  15/16 per 

cent and finally  it  is not waterproof. 

3.2 Stains and  Lacquers. 

Both these  items are the subject of a separate report  and therefore 

we shall mention them only briefly. 

Stains commonly used are either water or organic-solvent based.    Special 

emulsions known as  "penetrating stains",   in which pigments are diluated  with 

a solvent,  are also used: these have the advantage of producing a base coat 

for subsequent  lacquering. 

Three types of lacquers are applied for the finishing treatment, 

in the following order of preference:    polyurethanic, nitrocellulose and acid 

catalist varnishes. 

Only the second type is based on a single component  and dries out by 

evaporation of the solvent:    this has  its well known advantages and 

disadvantages. 

3.3 Other materials 

Other materials used in the timber industry include belts and papers for 

sanding raw and finished components, hardware for jointing, upholstery, 

paper and cardboard for packaging. 

We shall now examine in detail each stage of production, describing the 
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machines offered by the industry,  from the simple mes to the most 

sophisticated and,  where possible,  we shall  explain the reasons for our choice. 

4.    The manufacturing process 

A.<~> Kiln drying 

Timber can either be seasoned  in the open air lumber yard or dried  in 

kilns  by means of special  equipment  capable of controlling and decreasing 

the moisture content of the timber. 

This process can be applied both to sawn lumber or rough sawn components 

prior to their final machining, depending on the individual production 

requirements.    Three kiln drying systems are currently available in our 

country:    the traditional hot air system, the vacuum and the de-humidifying 

systems. 

A specific report deals with the advantages and disadvantages of 

each system.    It is important to stress here, however,  that the vacuum system 

has had considerable success in the chair industry,  particularly with certain 

timber species and components  in stick form, due to  its simplicity and speed. 

4.1     Cross  cutting and Ripping 

Sawn,  kiln dried lumber will be rough sawed by cross cutting and ripping 

for appropriate component sizes, viz:    rails, legs,  back posts, aplats, 

stretchers,  armrests,  etc.     First   boards are cross  cut and then ripped, 

so obtaining precut sized components  ready for subsequent machining. 

Cross cutting is usually carried out on a pneumatic or manually operated 

circular parallel swing-saw giving various outting widths and thicknesses. 

A width of 60 mm and a thickness of 140 mm are sufficient for our purposes. 

The simplest alternative to this machine is obviously a hand saw,    a standard 

bandsaw is also frequently used.    The latter is used for cutting the rough 

boards, cross cut as previously described,  into sticks or into moulded 
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components,  after manual  ripping.    This machine is  indispensable in a 

factory processing solid timber,   is very versatile and its performance 

relies greatly on the ability of the operator.    A multi-rip saw can 

offer a more productive solution but  it  is only suitable for parallel 

cuts:    the machine incorporates a number of circular blades spaced on 

the same shaft at pre-set distances.    Several  sticks  can be obtained 

simultaneously, all  from the same rough sawn board.  The use of one or 

more handsaws does not  eliminate the need for a multi-rip saw which can 

cope with all types of straight-edged components. 

In conclusion, cross cutting ard ripping produce rough components in 

stick form which,  in order to achieve the required appearance and final 

dimensions,  will be subjected to further machin ng (planing, moulding, 

drilling,  etc.). 

4.2    Planing 

In order to obtain perfectly flat surfaces, rip sawn components 

must be planed:    this operation can be carried out with the old fashioned 

b   - still widely used plane;    today however this has been replaced by the 

surface planing and  jointing machine and the thioknessing machine. 

The first planes two surfaces at right angles to each other and the 

second planes the other two: these are very basic woodworking machines, 

very simple to operate and to maintain. 

The so railed planing and moulding machine constitutes an alternative 

to these and offers greater possibilities   since it allows to carry out 

several operations at the same time:    it incorporates a number of spindles, 

normally from four to seven,  eaoh carrying a cutter-blook for planing 

the four faces (four-cutter);    the remaining cutter blocks are used to mould 



the piece  to the required profile.     Timber  is  fed  into the machine at 

constant  speed by rollers or is  "pushed" by chain at variable speeds of up 

to more than  30 m/min.    The roller feed must be used with small  pieces not 

perfectly cut to length.   The planing and moulding machine has an  extremely 

high capacity and can be equipped with automatic feeding and stacking 

devices 30 that  it  can be operated by one man. 

Its setting up is fairly complex and  therefore this machine is very 

profitable for long runs  of the 3ame component.     It can also be coupled 

with the multi-blade saw to achieve a mass production line,  overseen by a 

limited number of operators (three).    Calibrating wide-belt sanders have been 

used over the last  few years,  for particular timber species,  to  remove by 

planing thicknesses of a few millimetres.     This  solution,  although  in itself 

expensive,   is commercially viable when processing timber species difficult 

to plane and of high unit  price. 

The simplest and most versatile machine for planing irregular profiles 

is the moulding machine: it is well known that its spindle is so designed, 

that  it can be fitted with a number of tools and  cutter blocks. 

The copy-moulder is  certainly a more complex machine but  it  allowB 

greater productivity and   is less dangerous:    it  consists of two vertical 

spindles fitted with cutter blocks and a  "tracer roll" copying the 

required profile.    The opposite heads reproduce the pre-set profile on the 

rough components,  suitably fixed over the templates.    This machine can be 

equipped with two additional spindles for sanding.    It requires  one 

unskilled operator only. 
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4.3    Shaping 

A multitude of contours and profiles can be obtained on the 

spindle moulder fitted with the appropriate tools.    As previously 

statad,  this maohine is very versatile,   is suitable for various operations, 

neods only one operator and can be equipped with automatic feed.    The 

maximum spindle speed is 10.000 rpm.    The high speed router complements 

the above mentioned machine:    this  is suitable to carry out various 

internal and concave mouldings  by using a guide    pin located on the table in 

alignment  with the spindle and a template.    With this machine,  as the 

tools are of small size, the speed can go up to more than 24.000 rpm 

giving a very good machine finish.    High speed routers became very 

sophisticated during the last  few years and numerically controlled models 

are available on the market.    Obviously the costs are very high and can only 

be justified in the case of large mass production of,  for example, 

furniture door panels. 

4.4   Turning 

Rounded components can be obtained by turning timber on a lathe 

although, as we have seen previously,  components of pseudo-circular 

section can be machined on the moulder or the planer-moulder. 

Lathes can range from the ones where the tools is handled by the 

operator while the piece rotates between centres, to the very complex ones, 

fully automated and equipped with loader, power feed saddle and finishing 

tool slides, capable of copying a pre-set profile. 

Because of these characteristics there has been a considerable 

industrial development in the field of timber turning. 
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4.^    Cutting io length 

This  _-  the operation during which the component  is cross cut to  its 

final  longitudinal dimension.    It can be carried out  with an adjustable 

circular saw.    A double end cross cutting machine is applied for large 

production runs:    it  can cut to length both ends simultaneously. 

We can  include in this paragraph also a multi purpose machine widely used 

in this field:    it  is  easy to operate and to set up and  it can carry out 

cutting to length,  contour shaping and drilling in automatic sequence. 

It  is particularly useful  for the machining of rectangular section 

components to be jointed to rounded section components. 

4.6    Boring and mortising 

These operations are designed to bore round holes or mortises  in timber. 

Drills are sufficient for the former and oscillating mortising machines for 

the latter although these can also drill  round holes.    Two or three parallel 

axis    holes are usually required for joints:    these can be obtained by 

using multi-spindles or heads with multi-bits capable of boring various 

patterns.    Multi-spindle boring machines can also have independent boring 

heads.    The same applies to the mortising machines where the different 

spindleB can oscillate on a plane through their axis.    A number of very 

special machines is available for these operations but we do not intend to 

give here a full list.    The following, however, are worth of mention: 

- automatic boring machine for seats; 

- automatic boring and dowel driving machine:  it bores, applies the glue 

and drives the dowelBj 

- automatic gang mortising machine:    it can drill and mortise contemporarily 

on different planes and at different angles and it is particularly suitable 

for the machining of backpoets with non rectilinear profile«. 
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4.7    Tenoning 

Tenons are made at this stage:    these can have a rectangular section 

or,  in the case of chair joints,  rounded  edges.     Tenons  with rectangular 

cross  section can be machined on a spindle moulder or,   for larger production 

runs,   on a single end  tenoner,   equipped  with special  cutter heads. 

A well  established practice however  is that  of using a tenoning machine 

with  rounding off attachment:    this  can produce a tenon with  tight  fit 

into  the mortise,   to give a   joint  with good mechanical  strength. 

Tenoning machines can have one or two tables:    therefore they can be 

very fast,  with a production of up to  16 tenons per min.    They can machine 

tenons  to various angles and also of circular section,  but  always perpendicularly 

to the face which has been processed on the signle end  tenoner.    The automatic 

double—head  tenoner with rounding-off attachment  can achieve an even larger 

production:     the two heads  can be moved  so as  to  allow machining of 

components of different  lengi-h and  can produce two tenonr at  the same time 

either  identical or of different  size and angle.    This machine can be 

supplied with automatic loader and produces more than  1200 tenons per hour. 

4.8    Sanding 

This operation  is carried out  to eliminate the cutter marks  left 

by previous machining operations and to obtain the final shape and a 

smooth  timber surface.    Abrasive papers or cloths are used for this 

purpose and the operation can be carried out manually or by special 

machines where the sanding belt  is driven by an  electric motor. 

Best  result on flat surfaces are achieved by using automatic 

calibrating wide-belt  sanders with single or multiple belts.    The belts 

can be positioned above or below the feed table and if both are operated 
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on  the line,   two  parallel   faces are 3anded at   the same time.     These 

units,   to operate  satisfactorily,  need a ducting  system to carry away 

the sanding dust. 

Best   results  are obtained  with  twin-belt  sanierr,,   where the 

first   belt   is coarser than the second. 

ti.)    Assembly 

During assembly,  the various  components are put   together to make up 

the final product.     Very simple tools are required  for this operation: 

cramps and rubber mallei s. 

A more productive solution  is offered by the use of pneumatic 

cramps  which,  by means of pistons,  assemble very quickly the components 

of the chair or other products.    The cramps are mounted on a sufficiently rigid 

frame which can be easily modified as required. 

4.10    Finishing 

This  stage includes all the operations for  improving the appearance 

of the timber and providing mechanical, physical  and chemical  protection. 

A generally accepted finishing system for timber  is based on one coat of 

primer,  two undercoats and, after sanding,  one top coat. 

Priming is  usually carried out by dipping the component  in a suitably 

dimensioned tank containing primer either undiluted or mixed with a low 

solids-content  emulsion. 

Finishes can also be applied by more sophisticated methods  like 

manual  spray-gun and flow-coating.    The use of the gun entails a high 

material consumption,  better quality of finish but  a slower process. 
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Plow-coating generates problems  of shade variation with  time,  but 

the equipment  can be  installed on a continuous  finishing line. 

Primed components can be left  to dry out naturally in the 

workshop or fed  through heated tunnels on trolleys  or hung from a 

conveyor chain. 

Prime coats and  top coat3 are usually applied by spraying:    compressed 

air directed  into  the material  stream atomises    it and form into a spray. 

It  is simple to use and to maintain and can be very fast  if operated by a 

well trained operator.    The paint can be fed  into the system by gravity 

or from containers under pressure. 

This equipment can be improvea in respect of material consumption 

and timing, particularly in the case of components with large cut-outs 

(chairs,  frames,   etc.),  by using an electrostatic spraying system. 

The finish  is atomised in an  electrostatic field where the gun 

constitutes one pole and the component  to be painted  the other.    This method 

decreases spray  losses:    theoretically all coating material  flows to the 

component surfaces,  also on the hidden surfaces.     The coating material 

has to be adjusted to this sytem and the moisture content of the wood 

has to be balanced.    Another possibility, particularly on large surfaces, 

is given by the use of air-less  electrostatic guns.    Atomisât ion of the 

finishing material  is generated by high pressure.    The air-less electro- 

static gun,  equipped with special nozzles, has  recently been used for 

painting chairs with further savings in operation time and material 

consumption.    During the past few years these electrostatic systems have 

been introduced on automatic finishing plants,  solving the ooating probieas 
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of continuously automatic painting of chairs. 

Independently of the type of application,  solvents  and  spray 

not 
particles/coat ing the component must  be removed  by special   exhausts. 

These forni part of the spray booths and are separated  from the painting 

area simply by a metal   grill »filter systems  or,  a water curtain of a 

special   water wash spray booth. 

Paints can dry out  naturally or in hot air tunnels  of  the type 

described  for the drying of primers,  with the additional  precaution that 

the ends  of the component  should be kept at a lower temperature than the 

centre part  to a1 low the curing and cooling of the paint  film.    Ifeximum 

temperature shall not  be higher than 50-6O°C to prevent  problems in the 

assembled  components. 

Another systan for the finishing treatment of chairs  and other 

similar products  worthwhile to mention is  the electrostatic disc.    This 

system has  found some applications in our field on completely automated 

production  lines,  with  the additional provision of guns  for touching up 

where the paint  film is not  sufficient.     It  consists of a metal disc 

rotating around  its axis and  sliding along its  length  with a traverse 

approximately equal  to  the height of the object  to be painted.    The 

latter describes around the disc a looped path, presenting its four 

faces in succession.    An  electrostatic field is created  between the disc 

and the object  so that  all  the finishing material should  reach the 

component   in a succession of film applications of minimum thickness. 

Notwithstanding these attempts of automating the finishing 

process,  one operation still needs to be carried out manually, that is 
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the sanding of the prime.     This is normally carried out by hand or, 

sometimes,  with small  electric or pneumatic orbital  sanders. 

In a chair factory this operation requires more than   10 per cem 

of the labour employed on the entire production line. 

4.11    Other operations   related to chair production 

- the production of dowelß :    these are made on a machine capable 

of producing circular section dowels or pins,  grooved or plain, of various 

diameters and of the required length; 

- the shaping of the glue blocks (triangular section  reinforcements) 

is carried out or the profile shaper,  capable of machining several pieces 

at the same time and automatically, so preventing that this operation is 

carried out on the hand-operated spindle moulder,  with certain danger for 

the operator.    The same machine can be used for edge profiling solid or 

framed seats. 

- the production of small plywood panels;    this  is  carried out on 

a press which may be a cold or a hot platen press.     The combination of a 

high frequency generator and a press can be adopted for long range production. 

This system reduces considerably the curing time for the adhesive applied 

to the veneer sheets of plywood.    High frequency heating systems are widely 

used for the production of panel components and glued up stock and in wood 

bending.    The adhesive applied ."or HP-curing must be specially formulated. 

- maintenance department:    this must  include a few machine tools 

for metalwork like a drill press, a grinding machine and an electric welder 

as well as other maintenance equipment.    A tool maintenance room has to 

include sharpening maohine for bit«, out ter 8 and saw biada«, saw setting 

equipment and welding machines for handsaws. 
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In  the case of mass production of only a few models,  the chair 

components can be processed  into  their final shape,  ready for assembly, 

by a single multi-head machine capable of planing,  shaping,  boring,  3awing 

tenoning, 3anding,   etc.    ííaoh operation is carried out by a different 

unit  easy to remove and replace.     The standards of machining are computer 

controlled and a single operator  is  required. 

5.     Outline of plant  equipment 

This paper includes a list of machines and equipment  required  for 

a ohair production plant with approximately about  50 employees.     The 

machines chosen are particularly suitable for a very diversified production 

and are simple to operate. 

a) Production of straight  tenoned components. 

1. pneumatic circular swing-saw for cross cutting 

2. multi-blade circular saw,  300 mm working width for rip sawing 

3. moulding machine, 170 ran working width,  with seven cutterheads 

4. automatic double-head tenoner with rounding off unit 

b) Production of non-contoured components and other operations. 

5. 2 bandsawe, 900 mm diameter wheel 

6. surface planer,  520 mm working width 

7. Thicknessing machine,  630 mm working width 

8. 2 spindle moulders,  5 speeds,  10.000 rpm 

9. double end sawing machine 

10. automatic sawing, boring, shaping machine 

11. automatic double-head mortising machine 

12. automat io gang mortising machine with three independent units 

13. high speed router with floating head 
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14. automatic   lathe with centering device 

1% sanding machine with wide belts  above feed  table,   1100 mm 

wo rk1ng wi d t h 

16. 4  horizontal   sanders  with  a 4900 mm belt 

17. brush  sander  with  abranive holder 

18. bench  sander 

19» dust   exhaust  system for  twelve sanders 

20. automatic dowel   shaping machine 

21. automatic shaper for corner blocks  and panels 

c) Assembly and finishing 

22. pneumatic cramps  for pre-assembly 

23«  cramp for assembly 

24. electrically heated  hydraulic two-platen press,   size 

2*>0O x  1 300 mm 

25. 4 dip tanks 

26. 2 water wash spray booth, 4000 x 2200 x 2000 mtr, 

27. 3 electrostatic spray guns 

28. 4 airspray guns 

29. 3 glue guns and glue containers 

d) Pattern and template making department 

30. spindle moulder 

31. single table mortising machine 

32. automatic double table tenoning machine with rounding off unit 

33» bandsaw 

34« moulding machine with seven cutter heads 
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e) Maintenance room 

3% grinding machine 

36. 3 kW portable welders 

37. drill press 

38. knife sharpener 

39« universal  tool  sharpener 

40. bandsaw sharpener with setting attachment 

41. bandsaw butt  welding machine 

f) Power plants 

42. chip and dust  exhaust system with 2 collectors,   1  silo 

f opacity 315 n>3^  2 electric exhaustors,  filter system 

43. compressor station consisting of a rotary compressor 

(capacity  1000 l),  air maintenance and cooling system 

44. transformer unit and distribution station 

45. hydraulic hoist,  capacity 4 tons 

g) Tools and accessories 

46. various tools for the setting up of machines,  tool maintenance, 

assembly and sanding tablee, benches and bench supports for 

components. 

On these bases we can calculate the total  investment  for machines and 

technologic plants and the specific investment per employee.    We refer to 

prices at  the end of 1977«    The investment for technical assets could be 

around 450 million lire (USI 229.032) and therefore the investment per 

employee would be approximately 9 million lire (USt IO.58I). 

(Exohange rate April  1978»      1  US$ - 850.6O Lire,  1000Lire - USI 1.17) 
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